
  

   
 

   
  

  

 
   

  

 
 
 

 
 

    

 

 

   

  
   
  
 

  
 

  

 
 

  
 

  
 

  

 
  

 

From: Susan Kirkland 
To: Joseph P. Filippi 
Subject: UNR 
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 7:40:29 AM 

Good morning: 

My son is a graduate student at UNR  As a JD myself, I am proud of his accomplishments. 
He obtained his undergrad in Physics and already a Masters from UNR.  This was his chosen 
school and he is proud of that.  He loves UNR. 
He is now in a PhD program at UNR.  A few classes and Dissertation to go.  Starting over now 
would be totally devastating, emotional, financial and time wise. 

He has been immunodeficient since birth.  He was born 8-12 weeks premature and an APGAR 
at birth of 1.  He shouldn't be here. 
He is truly a miracle child.  But he's an adult now.  Due to his prior health issues stemming 
from birth, he was told NEVER to take a Meningitus (SP) Vaccine and he has had to 
medically opt out every time.  I had to pull him out of high school in West Virginia due to 
their over governmentilization of having the State to determine his candidacy for the vaccine. 
I refuse to allow the State to tell me what is good for my son's health, or mine for that matter. 
And My son has stood up and decided he is in control of his own autonomy as well.  He has 
chosen NO on the vaccine.  WE THE PEOPLE were given Autonomy over our bodies to 
make our decisions.  NOT The state.  Not you. 

I am opposing the vaccine mandate for Colleges and Universities.  First, we are learning that 
the vaccines from Pfizer and Maderna are showing signs and presenting issues of heart 
inflammation, stroke assessment issues and muscle/neurological issues on younger adults. 
What I don't understand is with a 99.7% Survival rate according to CDC itself for this 
generation.  WHY? 

Fact:  12 Countries on CDC list of Do not travel due to COVID - Highly vaccinated countries; 
Fact:  Massachusetts - 74% of Hospitalizations - Vaccinated folks; 
Fact:  California Cases - at least 40% are Vaccinated; 
Fact:  Media is covering up what we are seeing on Social media and hearing from others -
Vaccines are not working to stop COVID.  Piers Morgan - 18 days COVID;  Texas Governor 
Greg Abbott - Vaccinated - COVID;  How many are dismayed because they "got the shot" and 
find they still are getting COVID?  Many.  So, pushing a vaccine that you can still get 
COVID, Still transmit COVID and still end up hospitalized over COVID is deaf and falling on 
deaf ears, which is probably why its being pushed.  Mostly because no one is taking it now 
that they know its not effective.  By the way, my one of my niece's in Alabama had to go to 
her friends funeral.  She died at 17 after receiving COVID Vaccine.  We have another distant 
friend right here in Reno that died 3 weeks ago from heart-attack.  They say he took the 
Vaccine just weeks prior to his death.  He was retired military.  Never had heart issues and 
was in his 30's.  So, while we know it will happen, so far we know of no one dying from 
COVID, but we have in fact linked two (2) deaths to Vaccines. 

As a Juris Doctorate, and former attorney, I can tell you why, but I gather you don't want to 
hear it.  Over-reach of government to fix a problem that the government itself is making 
worse.  These are our young adults, our futures.  You locked down gyms, told everyone to stay 
inside and put kids in front of a computer.  When in Fact, they needed gyms, exercise, 



 
  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
 

  
 

  
  

   

  

socialization and sunshine.  I myself have taken vitamins, gone on walks and attempted to live 
as normal as possible, less the government intrusion. 

Mandating a vaccine that my own son cannot take and many others will refuse to take tells me 
this is political and not scientific.  Science tells you this is a virus with 99.7% survival for this 
age bracket.  Making my son, who is already immunocompromised, take a vaccine that is 
NOT FDA Fully approved and only used under EAU is also illegal, by the way.  There are 
laws forbidding forcing vaccines or any other meds on people that are not approved.  Forcing 
a someone to forgo an education over a vaccine is inhumane and quite Hitleresque.  Do this or 
you don't get an education.  That is wrong on every level. 

Furthermore, I ask you this:  If you force this and kids take it, will you agree and sign a 
Contract to be responsible for their health should something go wrong?  Will you pay Dr. 
Bills?  Will you pay hospitalization should they get COVID?  Will you be held liable or 
responsible if they die from a side affect that is not yet known?  Will you pay for long term 
care should it be necessary?  If you answer no, you won't be responsible.  Then you have no 
other answer than "No" on mandatory Vaccines. 

We STAND AGAINST this AT ALL COSTS.  WE will fight you if it is mandated. 

I will also be forwarding our response to Joey Gilbert, Esq., so he knows that Parents are 
saying NO! 

Signed 
Mother of UNR Student. 


